
Development occurs as lineage restriction differentiates 
cell lines at different positions on the embryo. Segmented 

organisms repeat development programs in each 
segment. 1

§ Segmented embryo
slidewords* Development occurs as lineage restriction differentiates cell lines at different positions on the embryo. Segmented organisms repeat development programs in each segment. 



2

The basic layout of 
segments is the 

same in all 
segmented animals. 

A similar set of 
regulator genes 
triggers the first 

stages of 
development of 

different segments.

§ Hox gene locations
slidewords* The basic layout of segments is the same in all segmented animals. A similar set of regulator genes triggers the first stages of development of different segments.



3

§ video of developing fly embryo, photos of flies with antenna growing from eyes.
slidewords*



§ Hox genes expressed in forelimb during development
slidewords* none



Studying the effects of 
genes

Gene knockouts and reporter genes
5

§  Mouse embryo containing a beta-galactosidase reporter gene replacing the normal noggin gene. Beta galactosidase is revealed by the blue stain and indicates sites of expression of the noggin gene in the brain and in the skeleton. See Brunet, L. J., McMahon, J. A., McMahon, A. P., 

Harland, R. M. (1998) Noggin, cartilage morphogenesis, and joint formation in the mammalian skeleton. Science, 280, 1455-1457.; Transgenic mouse embryo in which the promoter for a gene expressed in neuronal progenitors (neurogenin 1) drives expression of a beta-galactosidase 

reporter gene. Neural structures expressing the reporter transgene are dark blue-green.

slidewords* Studying the effects of genes: Gene knockouts and reporter genes



DNA
6

§ DNA
slidewords* DNA



What is a gene?
A portion of DNA that makes...

...a protein?

...a tissue?

...a structure?

...basically they are functional components of DNA that are 
heritable as units. Recombination limits the physical size of 

a gene that transmits as a unit, so...

§ none
slidewords* What is a gene?
A portion of DNA that makes...

...a protein?

...a tissue?

...a structure?

...basically they are functional components of DNA that are heritable as units. Recombination limits the physical size of a gene that transmits as a unit, so...



Many geneticists prefer 
to think about the gene 
as a more specific entity: 
 Gene*: sequence of DNA that codes for 

the production of a protein

§ none
slidewords* Many geneticists prefer to think about the gene as a more specific entity:

 Gene*: sequence of DNA that codes for the production of a protein



Alleles

Different configurations of the same gene

§ none
slidewords* Alleles: Different configurations of the same gene



Genotype

Combination of alleles carried by an individual

§ none
slidewords* Genotype: Combination of alleles carried by an individual



Polygenic 
Pleiotropy

§ none
slidewords* Polygenic Pleiotropy



Gregor Mendel

1865 publishes peas

§ Gregor Mendel Stamp
slidewords* Gregor Mendel 1865 publishes peas



§ Diagram of Mendel studies
slidewords* none



Gregor 
Mendel

• genes don’t blend

• genes are inherited 
independently

§ Diagram of Mendel studies

slidewords* Gregor
Mendel
genes don’t blend
genes are inherited independently



§ Diagram of Mendel studies
slidewords*



§ Allele and locus diagram
slidewords* ‘Allele’ for purple flowers & ‘Allele’ for white flowers occur at same ‘locus’



genotype
phenotype
homozygous
heterozygous
dominant 
recessive
polygenic inheritance
pleiotropy

§ Hardy Weinberg basics with moths to illustrate
slidewords* genotype
phenotype
homozygous
heterozygous
dominant 
recessive
polygenic inheritance
pleiotropy



Mendelian trait

§ none
slidewords* Mendelian trait



Achondroplasia

§ Achondroplastic family
slidewords* Achondroplasia



Polydactyly

§ Photo of hand with polydactyly
slidewords* Polydactyly



Cleft 
chin

§ Man with Cleft Chin
slidewords* Cleft chin



Albinisim

§ albino female
slidewords* Albinisim



The MATH:
Hardy-Weinberg Law

§ Punnet square and Hardy Weinberg math.
slidewords* The MATH:
Hardy-Weinberg Law



§ Human eyes of different colors
slidewords*



§ histogram of phenotype an genotypes of skin color in a population.
slidewords* 



Mendelian-inherited 
traits CAN provide 

continuous variation that 
would work with natural 

selection

§
slidewords* Mendelian-inherited traits CAN provide continuous variation that would work with natural selection



Early 1900’s: The 
Evolutionary Synthesis
•realization that multiple Mendelian traits can mimic 

continuous variation

§
slidewords* Early 1900’s: The Evolutionary Synthesis
•realization that multiple Mendelian traits can mimic continuous variation



The Evolutionary 
Synthesis

Neo-Darwinism

~1915-1930: the Evolutionary Synthesis, the 
name given to the scientific event where 
Mendellian genetics was synthesized with 

natural selection, saw the rebirth of Darwinism 
as people understood how Mendellian 

inheritance could produce the continuous 
variation necessary for Darwinian selection to 

be feasible. 

§
slidewords* The Evolutionary Synthesis
~1915-1930: the Evolutionary Synthesis, the name given to the scientific event where Mendellian genetics was synthesized with natural selection, saw the rebirth of Darwinism as people 
understood how Mendellian inheritance could produce the continuous variation necessary for Darwinian selection to be feasible. 



• Evolution = Change in Allele frequency 
from one generation to the next

• Evolutionary synthesis shows how it can 
happen

§
slidewords* Evolution = Change in Allele frequency from one generation to the next
Evolutionary synthesis shows how it can happen



The divergence of the polar bear 
and grizzly took (is taking) place 
between 1.7 million years ago 

and the present

Cronin, M. A., Amstrup, S. C., Talbot, S. L., Sage, G. K., & Amstrup, K. S. 
(2009). Genetic variation, relatedness, and effective population size 
of polar bears (Ursus maritimus) in the southern Beaufort Sea, 
Alaska. Journal of Heredity, 100(6), 681.

Grolar bear!

§ Grizzly Bear, Polar Bear and GROLAR BEAR hybrid.
slidewords* The divergence of the polar bear and grizzly took (is taking) place between 1.7 million years ago and the present
Cronin, M. A., Amstrup, S. C., Talbot, S. L., Sage, G. K., & Amstrup, K. S. (2009). Genetic variation, relatedness, and effective population size of polar bears (Ursus maritimus) in the 
southern Beaufort Sea, Alaska. Journal of Heredity, 100(6), 681.

Grolar bear!



Terms from population 
genetics

• Population

• Species

• Genetic drift (founder effects and bottlenecks)

• Migration

• Hybridization

§
slidewords* Terms from population genetics
Population
Species
Genetic drift (founder effects and bottlenecks)
Migration
Hybridization



Classification
Taxonomy
binomial nomenclature
hierarchical classification

Systematics 
taxonomy and evolutionary pattern

§
slidewords* Classification
Taxonomy
binomial nomenclature
hierarchical classification

Systematics
taxonomy and evolutionary pattern



Species vs. higher taxa
*What is a species? (this is not the first or last time you 

will be asked this).

§
slidewords* Species vs. higher taxa
*What is a species? (this is not the first or last time you will be asked this).



Species

§Species of mammals
slidewords* Species



Biological Species Concept

The biological species concept is one that has been around for a long time. 
John Ray, in 1686, is the first credited with establishing reproductive 
compatibility as the definition of species. This is called a biological species 
concept, and it is still the most widely utilized species definition. This 
definition would become extremely popular during the population gentics 
revolution, when people began to study what speciation looks like in action. 
When mixed with time, a biological species concept becomes an 
evolutionary species concept.

§ Weird animal chimeras
slidewords* Biological Species Concept
The biological species concept is one that has been around for a long time. John Ray, in 1686, is the first credited with establishing reproductive compatibility as the definition of species. 
This is called a biological species concept, and it is still the most widely utilized species definition. This definition would become extremely popular during the population gentics 
revolution, when people began to study what speciation looks like in action. When mixed with time, a biological species concept becomes an evolutionary species concept.



1930’s-40’s 
Ernst Mayr:  

Mechanisms of  speciation

Modes of  reproductive isolation

New 
species

Original  
Population

Natural 
Selection

Allopatric Parapatric/ 
Peripatric

Sympatric

New 
species

Original  
Population

New 
species

Original  
Population

New 
species

Original  
Population

§
slidewords*



Species?

§ Salamander ring species, Liger hybrid
slidewords* Species?



Evolutionary Species Concept

When mixed with time, a biological species concept becomes an evolutionary 
species concept. If you can think of species as coming into existence as a 
sprouting from a pre-exiting species, spreading out over an area, existing for 
countless generations, changing, splitting, or going extinct, you are imagining 
an evolutionary species. The evolutionary species is a purely 20th, 21st 
Century concept, and was impossible to see before we understood evolution.

§ evolutionary tree diagrams.
slidewords* Evolutionary Species Concept
When mixed with time, a biological species concept becomes an evolutionary species concept. If you can think of species as coming into existence as a sprouting from a pre-exiting species, 
spreading out over an area, existing for countless generations, changing, splitting, or going extinct, you are imagining an evolutionary species. The evolutionary species is a purely 20th, 
21st Century concept, and was impossible to see before we understood evolution.



Paleontological Species Concept

Prehistoric species are much harder to recognize than modern ones. You can never tell for sure if 
fossils could have mated in real life! For this reason, paleontological species are based only on the 
form of the animal? it is not possible to see how it behaves. Paleontological species also have a time 
component.

§ Diffent kinds of ceratopsian dinosaur.
slidewords* Paleontological Species Concept
Prehistoric species are much harder to recognize than modern ones. You can never tell for sure if fossils could have mated in real life! For this reason, paleontological species are based only 
on the form of the animal? it is not possible to see how it behaves. Paleontological species also have a time component.



Species concepts and the 
human fossil record

Species are very difficult 
to apply to the human 
fossil record. While there 
are thousands and 
thousands of human 
ancestor fossils known, 
there are more people 
studing human ancestor 
fossils than any other 
group of extinct animals. 
This means that there are 
more ideas what species 
there are, and there is 
MUCH more controversy 
about how to define 
hominid species.

§ Human evolutionary tree
slidewords* Species concepts and the human fossil record
Species are very difficult to apply to the human fossil record. While there are thousands and thousands of human ancestor fossils known, there are more people studing human ancestor 
fossils than any other group of extinct animals. This means that there are more ideas what species there are, and there is MUCH more controversy about how to define hominid species.



Microevolution 

Macroevolution

§ none
slidewords* Microevolution

Macroevolution



Metazoan-multicell

Animals-muscle & 
nervous tissue

Chordate-nerve cord

Vertebrate-backbone

Tetrapods-limbs

§ Evolutionary tree of animals
slidewords* Metazoan-multicell
Animals-muscle & nervous tissue
Chordate-nerve cord
Vertebrate-backbone
Tetrapods-limbs



AnalogyHomology
Linnaeus recognized that some features were better than 

other for classification... he recognized the difference 
between ‘homology’ and ‘analogy.’

§ Picture of animals with similar structures: superficial similarities are analogies, similarities in underlying structure (even if they are not superficially similar) are 
slidewords* Analogy
Homology
Linnaeus recognized that some features were better than other for classification... he recognized the difference between ‘homology’ and ‘analogy.’



Homology

§ Bones of mammal limbs vs. bird
slidewords* Homology



convergent evolution

§ Bird wing, bat wing, and dragonfly wing.
slidewords*Convergent evolution



Convegent evolution

§ Human eye and octopus eye compared.
slidewords* Convergent evolution



§ Evolution of birds showing increasing brain size from dinosaur ancestors.
slidewords*



Parsimony

Homology is more common than homoplasy

§ Cladograms (evolutionary diagrams)
slidewords* Parsimony = Homology is more common than homoplasy



Paleontology based on 
MORPHOLGICAL 

CHARACTERS

49

§ Dinosaur evolutionary tree
slidewords* Paleontology based on MORPHOLGICAL CHARACTERS



§ second Dinosaur evolutionary tree
slidewords* Paleontology based on MORPHOLGICAL CHARACTERS



Molecular phylogenetics

§
slidewords* Molecular phylogenetics



Molecules
vs.

Morphology

§
slidewords*


